
Michelle’s passion for improving mental health 
care began 15 years ago as a Therapeutic 
Specialty Representative with Pfizer, working 
with patients with schizophrenia and bipolar 
disorder. Since then, she has held various 
positions within the mental health sector, 
including policy and advocacy, research and 
outreach, most recently 
working closely with 
youth to reduce the 
stigma surrounding 
eating disorders.

After the tragic 
loss of her father, a 
respected psychiatrist, 
to suicide in 2008, 
Michelle became more 
actively involved in 
outreach and legislative 
advocacy regarding 
suicide prevention. She 
joined the American 
Foundation for Suicide 
Prevention as a member of the Board of Directors 
for the Greater Los Angeles chapter in 2010, 
where for nearly 3 years she actively promoted 
local, state, and federal policies and programs to 
develop awareness of and prevent suicide. Since 
2011, she has served as a member of the Board 
of Directors for the Mental Health Association 
of Orange County to promote support for 
initiatives and programs for Veterans and the 
homeless with mental illness.

Michelle’s commitment to reduce the stigma 
and promote understanding of mental illness 

led her to earn a Master of Science in Public 
Health in 2014 at the London School of Hygiene 
and Tropical Medicine. Her thesis involved 
analyzing data from a UK national survey 
to determine predictors for mental health 
stigma and help-seeking in multiethnic youth. 
Currently, she is working on research projects 

with USC’s Creative 
Media and Behavioral 
Health Center and the 
Institute of Psychiatry 
at King’s College in 
London, in an effort to 
further contribute to 
the field. 

Dr. Elaine Leader, 
will continue with 
TEEN LINE in a new 
role as Founder. “I’m 
confident that TEEN 
LINE will continue to 
grow with respect to its 
vital mission. Michelle 

Carlson brings just the right combination 
of experience, enthusiasm and personal 
perspective to the organization. I’m thrilled that 
we will be on the same team,” Dr. Leader said.

TEEN LINE’s Executive Search Committee 
engaged the Los Angeles-based firm Michelle 
Whiting and Associates to manage the process. 
The executive search was made possible with 
support from the Matthew Silverman Memorial 
Foundation.
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TEEN LINE is pleased to announce the appointment of 
Michelle Carlson, MPH as the organization’s new Executive Director. 

Michelle Carlson, MPH and Dr. Elaine Leader
TEEN LINE Food For Thought Luncheon



FOUNDER’S FOCUS 
Elaine Leader, Ph.D.

As you can see from the title of 
this issue’s column, I now am 
entitled differently from my past as 
Executive Director. That is because 
we now have a new Executive 
Director, Michelle Carlson, who 
joined our team at the end of April. 
No, I have not retired, but I am 
delegating more. After all, it has 
been 35 years since I co-founded 
TEEN LINE and became its 
first, and till now, only Executive 
Director. So, a hearty welcome to 
Michelle.

Another staff change to note is that Cheryl Karp Eskin is now 
full time as Program Director, a role that includes her past 
duties as Clinical Supervisor but adds new responsibilities. 
Cheryl will be exploring adding more parental education to 
our offerings to the community and in general broadening 
our clinical programming. Our new Outreach Coordinator, 
Krystal Harris, who joined us last Fall, has been tremendously 
busy with outreaches to schools, youth groups and fairs.

At the end of June we said goodbye to Chris Angel Murphy 
who spent the past year as our Marketing and Research 
Coordinator/LGBTQ Outreach. We want to thank Chris 
for many contributions to TEEN LINE and in particular 
for assisting with our wonderful new video “Understanding 
Sexual Orientation and Gender Identities”. We hope Chris 
will keep in touch and assist with our LGBTQ outreach.

Along with the staff changes we are also in the process of 
upgrading our office space, having added an additional office 

and redesigning our current layout. We are most grateful to 
Cedars-Sinai for assisting with this process including the 
anticipated new furniture! And also thanks to Didi Hirsch 
Mental Health Center for covering our after hours crisis calls. 

This year’s luncheon at the Beverly Hilton Hotel was a 
terrific success with over 400 attendees and most erudite and 
gracious honorees.   We are very grateful to The Sumner M. 
Redstone Charitable Foundation for underwriting the event 
and to all of our sponsors for supporting our efforts. And 
finally, I want to thank my staff, our board and of course our 
wonderful donors for making it all happen.
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    Benefitting TEEN LINE... 

Summer 2015 Training Group

TEEN LINE Volunteers at the 2015 Matthew Silverman Memorial Golf 
Classic. TEEN LINE has been a beneficiary of this event since 2013 and 
greatly appreciative of the generosity of The Matthew Silverman Memorial 
Foundation.

The Righteous Conversations Project gifted TEEN LINE 
with two Public Service Announcements. These PSAs were 
produced by The Righteous Conversations Project, which 
brings together Holocaust survivors and teens to create 
media projects that address injustices in our world. This 
PSA was made by Milken students at their Milken Summer 
Workshop for TEEN LINE. TEEN LINE is incredibly grateful 
to The Righteous Conversations Project, Milken Students, and 
LAMOTH for this generosity and the opportunity to share this 
powerful message. Teen Listener Sophia Rogg accepted this 
honor on behalf of TEEN LINE. The videos are available for 
viewing at TeenLineOnline.org

Born This Way Foundation and Exploring the Arts 
selected TEEN LINE to be the featured charity at the 
May 30th Tony Bennett and Lady Gaga Cheek to Cheek 
concert at the Hollywood Bowl. One organization was 
selected for each concert based on their demonstrated 
excellence in empowering young people to become 
compassionate, creative, and brave.

Dana Goldberg hosting Girls Night Out 
and Friends, a bi-monthly benefit for TEEN 
LINE featuring comedy and music at Genghis 
Cohen, Hollywood.



 

WHERE ARE THEY NOW? LETTERS FROM TEEN LINE ALUMNI 

Stephanie Samuels, Original TEEN LINE listener and 
Founder and President of COPLINE with COPLINE 
Vice President Captain Dennis Cronin from Old Bridge 
Police Department. 

Howdy, I am Krystal Harris the 
new Outreach Coordinator 
with TEEN LINE. I cannot 
express how happy I am to be 
a part of TEEN LINE. It is such 
a wonderful organization that 
I feel gives teens a chance to 
speak about whatever may be 
going on in their life without 
any judgment.

I always had a passion to help 
others, especially adolescents. Growing up in a very tough 
neighborhood in Texas, I always wanted to give teens 
hope and try to teach them that they do not have to be a 
product of their environment and that things can and will 
get better. I wanted them to know they could talk about 
whatever may be going on in their life because there is 
someone that wants to help them. I love that I was able to 
find a job that allows me to go into the community and 

speak about issues that teens face day to day and to let 
them know, there is hope and there is help and it can start 
with a phone call, email or text to TEEN LINE.

I have to give credit to our wonderful TEEN LINE 
volunteers. These teens volunteer their free time to help 
out a complete stranger on a daily basis. I call that a Hero! 

Dear Elaine,
I wanted you to be able to share what #021 teen listener 
was up to. Over the years I have found a niche working 
with law enforcement officers and have been recognized 
as an expert in the field of PTSD. I have been blessed 
by being featured on A&E and have been working with 
officers and lecturing all over the country. After the 
Boston Bombing I offered to come up to Boston to help do 
individual debriefings. I had lectured for the Boston Police 
Department a few years back and knew the officers in the 
Peer Support Unit. I flew up and stayed for a few days. 
When I returned I got an email telling me they wanted 
to hire me full time and to name my price. My price was 
impossible as I told them “when your state votes Red, I’ll 
move”. He laughed and said “that will never happen”. I 
said, “Exactly”. What did happen was I agreed to be their 
Clinical Director of the Boston Police Department Peer 
Support Unit on a part time basis and fly up there every 
other week and do the rest from NJ. A good portion of 
my time in Boston is spent at McLean Hospital setting 
up a program for law enforcement officers that will be 
tailored to their needs instead of the opposite. Along with 
this is my baby: Copline. Copline is based on my years of 
TEEN LINE, knowing that cops only want to talk to cops. 
Copline is a hotline manned by retired officers for active 
officers and their families. It has been a 10 year project 
and has been a not-for-profit for over 7 years. We are still 
securing funds for this much needed line.
The foundation you set up for me so many years ago 
became my roots, deep and sturdy. Those roots have 
helped me obtain my goals and achieve all that I have 

today. My memories go deep Elaine, as I wasn’t always the 
healthiest teen, but you; you never judged me and always 
made me feel important and part of a bigger community. 
You were my wings Elaine, and I wanted you to know I 
took flight.
God Bless you and all those that founded the line and 
keep it going today. 

Respectfully,

Stephanie Samuels, Forever #21
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OUTREACH COORDINATOR 
Krystal Harris

TEEN LINE Food for Thought Luncheon
Presented by the Sumner M. Redstone Charitable Foundation

May 7, 2015, The Beverly Hilton
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Humanitarian Award Honorees Peter Mezza & Ellie Schneir with Luncheon Co-Chairs 
Jane McCord & Stephanie Bronson along with TEEN LINE Executive Director Michelle 
Carlson & Founder Dr. Leader.

Teen Honorees: Edson Montenegro, Sophia Rogg, Netanya Perluss, Eddie Katehakis, 
Paulina Grekov, Lili Cairl, Emily Bisno & Nikolas Kroner.

Above and Beyond Family Award Honorees the Herzer Family.

Host Gabriel Sunday.



TALK ABOUT TRAINING
Jenny Pascal, M.A., MFT

Cheryl Karp Eskin, M.A., MFT

LGBTQ: Understanding Sexual 
Orientation and Gender Identities 
is the latest educational video by 
TEEN LINE. The video features 
youth in Los Angeles, CA talking 
about their coming out process, 
support, and embracing their 
identities. In addition, professionals 
speak to the importance of support, 
safety, and celebrating individuality. 

In our TEEN LINE training, a youth group called Lifeworks 
from the Los Angeles Gay and Lesbian Center, present to 

our teens on the issues facing LGBTQ youth. This group 
of youth leaders are trained in “public narrative,” the 
art of telling your own story as a way to create empathy 
and change. Lifeworks’ unique presentation is really an 
unforgettable experience for our youth because they get to 
hear firsthand about the kinds of experiences these youths 
have faced in their lives.

The video is available for viewing on our website, 
teenlineonline.org, was made possible with generous 
support from The Matthew Silverman Memorial 
Foundation.

I am so excited to be writing to 
you as TEEN LINE’s new Program 
Director. I have now been involved 
with TEEN LINE for over 26 years, 
starting as a teen listener, and 
working my way up! In my new 
role, I will continue supervising the 
adult mental health professionals 
who oversee our teens every 
night, handle all relevant clinical 
situations, and develop new 

programs towards empowering and educating parents of 
teens.

Parent education is a passion of mine, as I believe well 

informed parents help reduce the stigma of mental 
health, and create more productive, well adjusted adults. 
From personal experience, I know how many Mommy (or 
Daddy) and me classes there are when you have an infant, 
toddler or even preschooler. Somehow, these groups taper 
off as we reach the teen years, and parents are often left 
feeling alone in their experiences with their teens.

My personal goal is to decrease the loneliness of parenting 
adolescents by creating parenting seminars, workshops, a 
parent resource section on our website, and maybe even 
a parent line. I look forward to sharing our new resources 
with you or perhaps seeing you at one of our seminars.
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RESOURCE ROUND-UP

    DEVELOPMENT DETAILS
Else Duff

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
President
Jeffrey A. Kaplan

Vice President
Stephanie Bronson, MFT

Treasurer
Morgan A. Kruger, MBA

Secretary
Jane McCord

John Baskin
Cristina Bastida
Noemi A. Blasutta, Esq.
Jennifer Eidinger
Bella McGowan
Kathy Silverman
Susan Goran Sobel, D.D.S.
Jeffrey Steinberg, M.D.
Vira Tkachuk

PROFESSIONAL
ADVISORY BOARD
Saul L. Brown, M.D.
Marilyn Bush
Sidney Russak, M.D., Ph.D.

Thomas Trott, M.D., Ph.D.
Frank S. Williams, M.D.

COMMUNITY COUNCIL
Joan Abrams
Michele Andelson
Carey Appel
Ann Banks
Kenneth Bentley
Sherry Buzby
John Finton
Judith Fisher Freed
Nancy Gettelman
Jane Glover
William Hefner
Jodie Lesh
Megan Lipton
Pat Parker
Janet Refoa
Miguel Ramirez, LCSW
Dale K. Rose, LMFT
Julie Taren, MSW
Cheryl Teplinsky, LCSW
Antoine Thomas, M.S.

Founder
Terry David Lipton, M.D. (deceased)

STAFF
Founder
Elaine Leader, Ph.D.

Executive Director
Michelle Carlson, MPH

Program Director
Cheryl Karp Eskin, MA, MFT

Development Director
Else Duff

Training Director
Jenny Pascal, MA, MFT

Administrator
Shamen Balasooriya

Outreach Coordinator
Krystal Harris

Riverside Outreach Coordinator
Bob Burt 
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This fall marks the 35th 
Anniversary of the first TEEN 
LINE training group, and next 
spring we will celebrate the 35th 
Anniversary of the first call. Our 
hotline has been there for teens 
in crisis because of the generosity 
of foundations, corporations and 
individuals. 

Parents of our observers and 
listeners not only support their 
teens by driving them to shifts 
at the hotline, taking them to 

training and outreaches and being there for them with a 
hug after a tough evening on the line– many of them find 
unique ways to help TEEN LINE financially. 

Manuela Herzer arranged for TEEN LINE to be the 
beneficiary of the spring afternoon tea at the Peninsula 
Beverly Hills and makeup applications at the Barneys 
New York’s Beverly Hills location. A portion of beauty 
sales and afternoon tea proceeds were donated to TEEN 
LINE.

This spring Maria Bell, Catherine Bach and Nina Kotick 
honored their teen listeners by organizing a private 
shopping event at Jimmy Choo with a portion of the 
proceeds going to TEEN LINE. 

Annie Ranger arranged for Alexandra Dwek to host a 
Friend with Causes dinner to raise funds for TEEN LINE. 

These are just a few examples of TEEN LINE Parents 
recognizing the selfless and extraordinary work their 
teens do while raising funds for our program. 

Whether by buying a ticket to the luncheon, sending out 
solicitation cards at the end of the year, or by making their 
own personal contributions—we are incredibly grateful 
to all the TEEN LINE parents for allowing their children 
to volunteer on the hotline and support our services. 

If you have a way to support TEEN LINE, please contact 
me at else@teenlineonline.org. Our website has a News 
and Events section and also offers several options for 
donating online. Please visit: TeenLineOnline.org.
 




